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Abstract 
Nichols, W.D., On Lie and associative duals, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 87 (1993) 
313-320. 
The dual of the Lie algebra structure defined on a commutative algebra A by a derivation D of 
A is often the same as the Lie coalgebra structure defined by D on the coalgebra A”. This 
duality allows the Lie coalgebra structure map on the linearly recursive sequences to be 
calculated explicitly in terms of the known formula for the coalgebra structure map on those 
sequences. 
Introduction 
It was shown in [3] that over a field K of characteristic different from 2, the Lie 
coalgebra (IV,)’ dual to IV, = Der,(K[X]), the Lie algebra of derivations of the 
polynomials in one variable over a field K, could be identified with the linearly 
recursive sequences. This generalized and extended earlier work of Michaelis [l, 
21. Using the identification, the Lie coalgebra structure of (IV,)’ was then 
determined explicitly for the case K algebraically closed. 
Earl Taft suggested to the author that there should be some relationship 
between the new Lie coalgebra structure on the linearly recursive sequences and 
the well-known [4] associative coalgebra structure on those sequences, as each 
structure could be traced back to K[X]. We exhibit here a general correspond- 
ence between certain Lie and associative duals which can be used to provide such 
a link. We describe the consequences in some generality, and then specify, 
obtaining the results of [3] with much less computation. At the same time, we 
obtain analogous results for a class of Lie coalgebras which includes the dual W 
of the ‘full’ Witt algebra W= Der,(K[X, X-l]). 
Although linearly recursive sequences play no explicit role in our treatment 
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here, one application of our results is to calculate the cobracket of a linearly 
recursive sequence in terms of its coproduct and an additional map d, given by 
d( { f,},“=,) = { nf,_ ,}I=,,. We give the details in Section 2. As another application, 
we show in Section 3 that the dual V” of the Virasoro algebra V is isomorphic to 
W”. Our results are of interest in connection with Lie bialgebra structures on the 
Witt and Virasoro algebras considered first by Michaelis [8] and then by Taft [6]. 
1. Main results 
We begin by introducing some terminology, basically continuing on from [3]. 
Let A be a commutative algebra over a field K, and let D E Der,(A). For 
a,b E A, define [a, blD = aD(b) - D(a)b. Then A becomes a Lie algebra, which 
we denote A,. When D is clear from the context, we write [a, b ] in place of 
]a, bl,. 
Let p : A @ A + A denote the multiplication map of A. The continuous dual of 
A is A” = (F*)-~(A* 8 A*) [5, Proposition 6.0.31. From Dp = p(id@ D + 
D@id), we have that forfEA”, p*D*(f)=(id@D*+ D*@id)p*(S), which 
shows that D*(A”) c A”. We shall write A : A’-+ A”@ A” for the coproduct of 
A”, and D” : A”-+ A” for the map induced by D*. From the above, we have 
AD” = (id@ D” + D”@id)A-i.e., D” is a coderivation of A”. 
Let C be a cocommutative coalgebra over a field K, and let A denote its 
coproduct. Let d be a coderivation of C. Then A, : C-+ C @ C, given by 
A, = (id@ d - d @id)A, makes C into a Lie coalgebra, which we denote C,. 
If L is a Lie algebra, we shall here use [ 1” to denote the cobracket function on 
the Lie coalgebra L”, the dual of L. 
Starting with a commutative K-algebra A and D E Der,(A), we thus have two 
ways to produce Lie coalgebra structures inside A*: form the Lie dual of A,, or 
use D” to induce a Lie structure on the associative dual A”. 
Theorem 1. Let A be a commutative algebra over a field K, and let D E Der,(A). 
Then (A”),- is a Lie subcoalgebra of (A,)“. If there exist cl, . . . , c, E A such that 
the ideal (2D(c,), . . . ,2D(c,)) has finite codimension, then (A”),. = (A,)“. 
Proof. Let f E A”. Let p denote the multiplication map of A. The Lie structure 
on A, is []=F(id@D--Did), so []*=(id@D-D@Qid)*p*. Thus [f]*= 
A,,(f) E A”@ A”, showing that (A”),O is a Lie subcoalgebra of (A.)“. 
Let us define actions L and - of AD and A (respectively) on A* by 
(f La)(b) = f([a, b]), (f-a)(b) = f(ab), all f E A*, a,b E A. From the relation 
[a, cb] - [ca, b] =2D(c)ab, all a,b,c E A, we obtain (ft-a)-c -fL(ca) = 
f-2D(c)a, all f E A*, a,cE A. If fE (A.)“, then fLAD is finite-dimensional, 
so f -2D(c)A is finite-dimensional. Thus f -I is finite-dimensional for I = 
2D(c,)A + - . . + 2D(c,)A. If I has finite codimension, it follows that f-A is 
finite-dimensional, so [S, Proposition 6.0.31 we have f E A”. q 
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The proof provides some additional information, which we state as a corollary. 
Corollary 2. Let A be a commutative algebra over afield K, and let D E Der,(A). 
Suppose that there exist c,, . . . , c, E A such that the ideal (2D(c,), . . ,2D(c,)) 
has finite codimension. Then f E A* lies in (A o)” if and only if f L-A D is 
finite-dimensional. 0 
In general, given a commutative algebra A and D E Der,(A), the map 
‘PO . . A,+Der,(A), with pb(a) = aD, all a E A, is a homomorphism of Lie 
algebras. We shall primarily be concerned with the case in which A is an overring 
of K[X]-that is, A is a domain lying between K[X] and its quotient field. In this 
case, A is a localization K[X],, where S is a multiplicatively closed set of manic 
polynomials. With D = d/dX, we have that cpo is an isomorphism. Thus we can 
identify A, with Der,(A). 
Corollary 3. Let A be an overring of K[X], and let D = d/dX. 
(i) If the characteristic of K is different from 2, then Der,(A)” can be identified 
as a Lie coalgebra with (A”),.. 
(ii) If K has characteristic 2, then Der,(A)” can be identified as a Lie coalgebra 
with (A”),. $ T, where T is a trivial Lie coalgebra. 
Proof. We identify Der,(A) with A,. When K has characteristic different from 
2, our result follows directly from Theorem 1, with c, = X/2. So we suppose that 
the characteristic of K is 2. From Theorem 1 we have that (A”),. is a Lie 
subcoalgebra of (A,)“. Let f E (A,)“. From [X, ab] = [Xa, b], all a,b E A, we 
obtain u*(f-X)=[f]O-(X@l), so f L-X E A”. We claim that f-f-X lies 
in the Lie subcoalgebra 2 = {z E (An)‘: [z]” = 0} of (A,)“. We must show that f 
and f LX agree on [A, A] = D(A). Since D 0 D = 0, this is clear, and the claim is 
established. Thus (A,)” = (A”),. CB T for some subspace (subcoalgebra) T of Z, 
and (ii) is established. 0 
Remark. From (ii), we have that when K has characteristic 2, f E A* lies in 
(At,)” if and only if f agrees with some element g of A” on D(A) (so that 
f-gEZ). 
It was incorrectly stated in the last paragraph of [3] (for the case A = K[X]) 
that Z was a Lie coalgebra summand of (A,)“. 
Corollary 4. Let K be a field of characteristic different from 2, and let A be an 
overring of K[X]. Let Der,(K[X])-+Der,(A) be the homomorphism of Lie 
algebras given by extension. Then Der,(A)“-+ Der,(K[X])” is an injective homo- 
morphism of Lie coalgebras. 
Proof. By Corollary 3, it is enough to show that A”-+ K[X]O is injective. Write 
A = K[Xl,, where S is a multiplicatively closed set of manic polynomials. Let 
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f E A”. Then f vanishes on a nonzero ideal of I of A. We have t = Js, where 
J = I n K[X]. Elements of S act as nonzerodivisors on K[X] lJ. Since every 
nonzerodivisor of K[X] lJ is a unit (for example, because K[X]IJ is a finite- 
dimensional K-algebra), we have 
A/I = K[X],IJs = (K[X] lJ), = K[X] /J . 
Thus the composite K[X] -+ A -+ A/I is onto, yielding that A = K[X] + I. Thus if 
f vanishes on K[X] we have f = 0, as required. Cl 
To state our next result, we employ the basis {ei}iGz of W= Der,(K[X, X-l]) 
given by ei = Xi+ ’ d/dX. We have [e;, eJ = (i - i)ei+j for all i,j. Note that W, is 
embedded in W as span{ ei: i 2 -l}. 
Corollary 5. Let K be a field of characteristic different from 2. Then the embed- 
ding W, + W of Lie algebras yields an embedding W’-, (W,)’ of Lie coalgebras. 
Moreover, for all f E (W,)’ there exists g E W” and a positive integer nf such that 
f(e,) = g(e,) for all i 2 nf. 
Proof. We have that W’-+ (W,)’ is injective by Corollary 4. 
Let f E (W,)’ = (K[X],)’ = (K[X]“),.. Then f vanishes on a nonzero ideal 
(h(X)) of K[Xl, h w ere we may assume that h(X) is manic. If X” E (h(X)) for 
some n, then f(X’) = 0 for i 2 n and we take g = 0. Otherwise, we can write 
h(X) = X” - h,X”-’ - . . . - h,X”-’ for some h,, h,, . . . , h, E K with h, # 0. 
Thus for mzn we have f(Xm)=hlf(Xm-l)+*.*+h,f(Xm-r), We define go 
K[X, X-l]” by setting g(X”) = f(X”) f or all s 1 n - r, and using the above 
relationship to define g recursively for smaller values of s; for example, 
kv”-‘-’ ) = h,‘(g(X”-‘) - h&(X”-‘) - . . . - h,_,g(X”-‘)) . 
Then g vanishes on h(X)K[X, X-l], so g E K[X, X-‘1’ as required. 0 
Theorem 1 allows us to determine the Lie coalgebra structure of (A,)” using 
the well-known associative theory, as we now outline. 
Let A be a commutative algebra over a field K. Then A” is cocommutative, so 
A” is the direct sum of its irreducible components [S, Theorem SOS]. The 
irreducible components correspond to the simple subcoalgebras E, with the 
E-component being the largest subcoalgebra with E as its unique simple sub- 
coalgebra. The simple subcoalgebras E of A” correspond to the maximal ideals 
JI1, of A of finite codimension, via E = (dE)’ = {f E A*: f(A,) = O}. The 
irreducible component (A”)(E) of E in A” is {f E A”: f(Jlli) = 0 for some n 2 l}. 
When A is Noetherian, Jui is cofinite [5, Corollary 6.1.21, so the above can be 
significantly sharpened: 
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(A”)(E) = {f E A*: f(&“,) = 0 for some IZ z l} . 
Note that, if I is an ideal of A and D E Der,(A), then D(Zn+‘) c I”, all II 2 1. 
Thus D* maps the subspace lin$A/Z”)* of A* to itself. We have the following 
proposition: 
Proposition 6. Let A be a Noetherian commutative algebra over a$eld K. Let 9 be 
the set of maximal ideals of A which have finite codimension. Then, as a coalgebra, 
we have 
A” = @~(lim(A/~“)*) 
For D EDer,(A), we have (A”),. =eAE7 (l%(A/.M”)*),. as Lie 
coalgebras. Cl 
A simple case occurs when the localization A, is a discrete valuation ring with 
residue field K. Then, taking any x E .M\.M2 we have AI&” = (AyI.4i) has 
basis 1+ Jt”, x + Jll”, . . . , xn-’ + ~22”. Thus li&AI.&“)* C A* has basis {u,},,~, 
where u,(xi) = ai,, and u,(J%~+~) =(0). We have Au, = zi+,=n,r,jzO ui C3 uj. This 
is the ‘divided power’ coalgebra. 
To compute the Lie structure, we must know the action of D. Let us consider 
the case D(x) = 1. We have D”(u,)(x’) = u,(D(x’)) = iS,,i_, = (n + 1)6j,,+1. Since 
D(J?%‘+~) C_ An+‘, D”(u,) vanishes on A”+‘. Thus D”(u,) = (n + l)~,,+~. We then 
calculate that 
ADo = 2 (j - i)u; 63 uj . 
i+j=n+l 
i,jzO 
Let us call a Lie coalgebra U with basis {u n: n 2 0} on which the cobracket is as 
above a ‘divided power Lie coalgebra on {u,: n 2 O}‘. 
The above analysis, together with Corollary 3, yields the following theorem: 
Theorem 7. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic different from 2, 
let A be an overring of K[X], and let D=dldX. Let P=(aEK: X-a is a 
non-unit in A}. Then 
Der,(A)” = (A,)” = (A”),. = $Er U, , 
where, for each a E P, U, is a divided power Lie coalgebra on {u,,,: n 2 0)) with 
u,.,((X - a)‘) = %,j 7 u,,,((X- a)“+‘A) = (0). 0 
Remark. The decomposition shows that A’+ K[X]’ is injective, thus providing 
another proof of Corollary 4 when K is algebraically closed. 
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From X” = ((X - a) + a)“, we obtain immediately that uu,,(X”) = (7 )undr for 
n 2 0. When K[X, X-‘] C A, the same formula holds for n < 0 as well. One way 
to see this is to define u:,~ E K[X, X-l]* by uL,,(X”) = ( Y)unPr for all n, observe 
that I* = c:=,, u:,,; @ u:,,_,, and conclude that u:,~ E K[X, X-‘lo. Since u:,~ 
and u,,, have the same restriction to K[X], we have by Corollary 4 that they agree 
on K[X, X-‘1 as well. 
2. The cobracket of a linearly recursive sequence 
We recall from [4] some facts about linearly recursive sequences. 
Let+ U,,>Z=,, be a linearly recursive sequence over the field K. That is, f is a 
sequence of elements of K, such that for some r 2 1 there exists h, , . . , h, E K 
with 
fn=hl~,_,+hz~,_2+...+hh,fn_, forallnzr. 
The smallest Y such that such a recursive relation holds for f is called the minimal 
recursive degree off; the minimal recursive degree off is readily computable once 
some recursive relation satisfied by f is known. 
Let f be a linearly recursive sequence, and let r be its minimal recursive degree. 
The Hankel matrix H(f) off is the r X r matrix indexed by 0 5 i, j % r - 1 whose 
(i, j)th entry is h,,. The Hankel matrix of f is invertible. We write sij for the 
(i,j)th entry of H(f))‘. 
Let us write h for the Hankel shift operator (denoted D in [4]). Then for any 
i > 0, h’f is the linearly recursive sequence (h’f), = fi+,r (all n 2 0). The coproduct 
off is given by: Af = c:,J’,, s,,h’f @ h’f [4, equation (5)]. 
This coalgebra structure on the vector space L of linearly recursive sequences is 
obtained by identifying L with K[X]” via f(X”) = f,, , all n 2 0. In our study [3] of 
(W,)‘, we showed that when the characteristic of K is different from 2, L can be 
identified with (W,)‘. (When K has characteristic 2, L can be identified with a Lie 
subcoalgebra of (W,)O.) Thus, we can view the identification in [3] as a method for 
obtaining a Lie coalgebra structure on L. The identification in [3] off E L as an 
element of (W,)* is the same as the one obtained by identifying W, with K[X], 
(where D = d/dX) as in the present paper, and then viewing f E L as an element 
of K[X]* via f(X”) = f,, , as in the associative case. (We have re-indexed: the 
sequence (u,~),~~_, of [3] is written here as {f,,}z=,,, where f,, = a,,_ 1 for all n z 0.) 
Thus, the cobracket of f E L can be computed using Theorem 1. Let us write 
d : L* L for the map corresponding to D” : K[X]“+ K[X]“. Then (df),, = 
f(DX”) for all n 20. We have (df), = nfn_,, where we interpret nf,_ I = 0 when 
y1= 0 (there is no f_,). Thus, by Theorem 1 we have 
,1 1 
[f]"= ~,~~s,,(h’f@dh’f- dh’f@h’f). 
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As an explicit example, we consider the Fibonacci sequence f = {f,}rzo, given 
byf, =f, = IA =f,-, +fn-zf or it z 2. The minimal recursive degree off is 2, so 
we have 
andAf=2f@f-hf@f-f@hf +hf@hf. Thus, 
[f]“=2(f@df-df@f)-(hf@df-dhf@f) 
-(f@dhf-df@hf)+(hf@dhf-dhf@hf). 
3. The dual of the Virasoro algebra 
We employ the basis {ei}iEH of W= Der,(K(X, X-‘1) used in Corollary 5 
above. We assume that the characteristic of K is 0 or is p > 3. The Virasoro 
algebra with central charge is the vector space V= W @ Kc, made into a Lie 
algebra by declaring c to be central and setting 
]e,, e,] = (j - i)e;+j + A( j3 - j)6,+,,0c for all i, j E Z . 
We shall show that the surjection V-+ W of Lie algebras obtained by setting c = 0 
induces an isomorphism W’-+ V” of Lie coalgebras. This isomorphism is dis- 
cussed, using our work below, in [6]. 
Viewing W* C I/*, we have that W” = V” fY W*. To obtain W” = V”, we need 
V” C W*. That is, we must show that if f E V” then f(c) = 0. 
Let f E V”. Note that the span of {e,: i 1> -l} is a copy of W, inside V. Thus, 
restriction yields a homomorphism V”-+ (W,)O of Lie coalgebras. Since flw, E 
(woo> we have by Corollary 5 that there exists g E W” and a positive integer nf 
such that f(e,) = g(e,) for i 2 n,.. Replacing f by f - g, we may assume that 
f(e;) = 0 for i 1 nf. 
Since f E V”, span{ f Le_!: i 2 l} is finite-dimensional. By increasing nf if 
necessary, we may assume that for all i Z- 1, fLe_, E span{ f’--e_j: 1 % j 5 nf}. 
Nowtaken>2np.For1~j:nf,wehave[e_,,e,]=(n+j)e,_,.Sincen-j> 
n/, we have (f Le_j)(e,) = (n + j)f(e,_j) = 0. Thus we have (f Le_i)(e,) = 0 
for all i 2 1 and all n > 2~~. In particular, we have 
0= (fLe_, )(e,,> = 2nf(e,) + B (n’ - n)f(c) y 
O= (f Le-(,+l) )(e,+,) = 2(n + l)f(e,) + i%((n + 1)’ - (n + l))f(c) . 
Now 
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2n j$(n’ - n) 
qn + 1) &((n + 1)” - (n + 1)) = in@ + 1)(2n + 1) # 0 
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